Gaussian Network Model Theory
Biological polymers can be perceived as canonical ensembles (NVT ensembles described by the number of particles N, volume V and temperature T). That implies that they should be treated as systems in statistical equilibrium that do not evolve over time. They are also in thermal equilibrium with each other. Two proteins brought into contact will retain the same ensembles; their combined ensemble will be canonical ensemble itself. They are guided by the Boltzmann distribution, i.e., molecular bonds can be seen as independent entities guided by the Boltzmann distribution (the probability of bond i having the energy Ei is (S1) W(r) can be expressed as ( )
. Z is the configurational integral for the free chain, and Z is the configurational integral over the configurational space in which is r is restricted to a given value [52] .
The configuration partition function ZN for the network may be written as a product of the partition functions of the network's v individual chains. The individual partition functions are fully determined by the end-to-end vectors rij that connect junctions i and j [49, 52] . Therefore, ZN can be expressed as a product of all junction ij connected by a chain as [49, 52] 
The partition function ZN can be described by the end-to-end vectors rij as ( )
The sum of these vectors can be expressed through the distances Ri between junctions
with coefficient γij being equal to if junctions i and j are connected by a chain, zero otherwise [49, 52] .
The sum of end-to-end vectors in the Eq. S4 can be expressed via the quadratic symmetric matrix Γ [49, 52] { } { } 
If all non-zero elements γij are equal, and that is the case when all chain links are equal, consequently all 0 ij r identical and matrix Γ is Kirchhoff contact matrix [49, 52] . Therefore, Eq. S4 can be written as
If one of the junctions is designated as zeroth, then all others can be measured from that one. In polymers we have two types of junctions. The matrix Γ can be represented as a composition of two sets of junctions, fixed junctions σ that usually give shape to the phantom network, and free junctions τ. The sum in the above partition function of the phantom network can be decomposed as [49, 52] 
In this equation σ Γ is the quadratic matrix composed of rows and columns of matrix Γ for the fixed junctions. τ Γ is the corresponding matrix for the free junctions, and τσ Γ is the rectangular matrix composed of the rows from the set {τ} and columns from the set {σ}.
Eq. S8 can be further simplified, by separating the free junctions τ and the fixed junctions σ as [52]
where
(S12)
{ } τ R , within this framework [52] , define the most probable positions for the free junctions.
The partition function of the phantom network (Eq. S7) thus can be written as
(S13)
This function is a multivariate normal distribution. The integration of this function over the free junctions produces a form that does not depend on free junctions at all [52] ( )
(S14)
In 1997 Haliloglu, Bahar and Erman [54, 55] applied the above-described theory of phantom networks to folded proteins and thus introduced the Gaussian Network Model (GNM). They removed fixed junctions σ following the assumption that the protein folding is not guided by the external constraints.
In their approach the contact matrix Γ was calculated with the cutoff distance of 7 Angstroms, i.e., the residues are in contact only if their Cα -Cα distance is less or equal than 7 Å [56, 57, 58] . They also used the approximation of M. 
Therefore, the diagonal elements of the matrix Γ in this approximation represent local packing densities around the residues in the protein. In the native state, in equilibrium, protein assumes stable conformation with minimum energy in respect to all residue fluctuations (the protein is a canonical ensemble) [56] .
The vibrational contribution to the Helmholtz free energy is [56] ( ) ( ) ( )
The partition function ZN is the vibrational partition function given by 
because every symmetric (square) matrix, such as the contact matrix Γ, can be transformed into a canonical form via its eigenvalues Λ and eigenvectors U. The last two equalities in Eq. S17 stem from the fact that
. The correlation of equilibrium fluctuations of two α carbons i and j, can be expressed as [54] 1D3Y, 1D6J, 1D6R, 1D8L, 1D9C, 1DAP, 1DBQ, 1DC3, 1DDR, 1DEK, 1DFJ, 1DGL, 1DHK, 1DJ0, 1DJN, 1DJO, 1DJS, 1DKF,   1DKL, 1DKR, 1DLM, 1DO6, 1DOK, 1DOR, 1DP4, 1DPG, 1DPM, 1DQJ, 1DQN, 1DQR, 1DQS, 1DS6, 1DTD, 1DXE, 1DZR,   1E0B, 1E2I, 1E7N, 1E8I, 1EBF, 1EBG, 1ECC, 1EDH, 1EEJ, 1EFU, 1EFV, 1EG5, 1EG9, 1EHI, 1EHW, 1EI1, 1EK1, 1EK6,   1ELQ, 1EN7, 1EO6, 1EO8, 1EQ9, 1ERN, 1ETK, 1ETT, 1EUV, 1EV7, 1EVK, 1EVX, 1EXT, 1EYV, 1EYZ, 1EZQ, 1F0Y, 1F2T Figure S1 . An illustration of the targets. The targets are depicted using the Subtilisin with its protein inhibitor Streptomyces from Bacillus amyloliquefaciens (pdb ID code 2SIC). There are two chains, I and E. The chain E is yellow and the chain I is green (both depicted as ribbons). The chain's E contact residues are colored red and visualized using the whole atom representation. Its first layer residues (residues in direct contact with the contact residues) are colored blue and visualized via the whole atom representation (van der Waals radii). Figure S2 . Protein chain lengths distribution for both heterodimers and homodimers. Figure S3 . Prediction histogram based on the analysis of all chains over the sequence lengths for the simple prediction approach based on five fastest modes. Only good and very bad predictions are depicted. Blue bars are good predictions and red bars are very bad predictions. It is obvious that five modes do not offer good prediction because in some cases (chain longer that 100 and shorter than 200 amino acids) the number of bad predictions is higher than the number of good predictions. Figure S4 . Prediction histogram for heterodimer chains only, for the simple prediction approach based on the 5 fastest modes. The prediction is better than with heterodimers and homodimers combined, but not satisfactory yet, because there is still less than 50 % of good predictions (31.29 % of good predictions -87 chains and 11.15 % of bad ones -31 chains). Figure S5 . An example of the one dimensional, i.e., sequential approach to prediction, for 4 different chains (1BVN chain P, 2SNI chain E, 1UDI chain E and 1CXZ chain A). The kinetically hot residues are recognized via the weighted sum (Eq. 1) of fastest five modes per chain. Red lines depict the weighted sums. Blue lines are contacts residues. Green lines are first layer residues. Cyan dots are predictions.
Supplementary material figures
None of the chains have missing residues in the middle of their sequences. Figure S10. Prediction histogram, for chains in heterodimers with high sequence length ratios (length ratio > 2, chain length > 80 residues) for the prediction approach based on the modes which correspond to top 10 % of eigenvalues span. There is still less than 50 % of good predictions and the distribution is worse than the distribution for 5 modes only, 33.01 % of good predictions (34 out of 103 chains) and 6.8 % of very bad predictions (7 chains). Green lines are first layer residues. Cyan dots are predictions. For the three longest chains from that group, 1BVN chain P, 2SNI chain E, 1UDI chain E, the percent of true positives is over 50%, and percent of false positives is less than 50 % (the chain E of 1UDI, has a highest difference between true and false positives which is an indication of a high correlation between the kinetically hot residues and contact scaffolds for that chain). Only the shortest example, 1CXZ chain A, has both true and false positives over 50 %. Figure S15 . Prediction output based on the approach that uses an adjustable number of fastest modes per chain and sequential influence of hot residues, for low sequence-length ratio dimer chains (length ratio less than two, chain length greater than 80 residues). Green lines are first layer residues. Cyan dots are predictions. For the three longest chains from that group, 1BVN chain P, 2SNI chain E, 1UDI chain E, the percent of true positives is over 60%, and percent of false positives is about 50 % or less (the chain E of 1UDI, has a highest difference between true and false positives which is an indication of a high correlation between the kinetically hot residues and contact scaffolds for that chain). Only the shortest example, 1CXZ chain A, has both true and false positives over 50 %. 1UDI chain E and 1CXZ chain A). Red lines depict weighted sums. Blue lines designate contacts residues. Green lines are first layer residues. Cyan dots are predictions. For the three longest chains from that group, 1BVN chain P, 2SNI chain E, 1UDI chain E, the percent of true positives is over 60%, and percent of false positives is about 50 % or less (the chain E of 2SNI, has a highest difference between true and false positives which is an indication of a high correlation between the kinetically hot residues and contact scaffolds for that chain). Only the shortest example, 1CXZ chain A, has both true and false positives over 50 %. Figure S23 . Prediction output for the prediction approach based on the adjustable number of fastest modes per chain and combined 1D & 3D influences of hot residues, for chains in dimers with low sequence length ratio (length ratio < 2, length > 80 residues). The true positives mean is 51.57 %, and the false positives mean is 50.00 %. There is 37.88 % of good predictions (50 chains) and 29.55 % of very bad predictions (39 chains). Figure S24 . Prediction histogram over the sequence lengths for the prediction approach based on the adjustable number of fast modes and combined 1D & fixed 3D influence per hot residue for chains in dimers with low sequence length ratio (length ratio < 2, length > 80 residues). The influence is first spread linearly, upstream and downstream along the sequence, and then the it is spread to residue's spatial neighbors, the ones closer than 6 or 8 Å). The true positives mean is 51.57 %, and the false positives mean is 50.00 %. There is 37.88 % of good predictions (50 chains) and 29.55 % of very bad predictions (39 chains).
Figure S25.
Linear and quadratic relationships of the number of modes per chain, for successfully characterized heterodimer chains from dimers with high sequence length ratios. Figure S26 . Comparison of the abilities of the adjustable 3D GNM approach, the statistical potential and their combination to distinguish near native decoys from the false decoys. The ability is expressed as the percent of correctly predicted near native structures among the first n structures, where n is the number of near native structures. The taller the bar, the better is the prediction. The upper plot correspond to longer chains, and the lower plot to their shorter partners. The plots on the left correspond to Vakser decoy sets and the plots on the right to Sternberg decoy sets. Figure S27 . Comparison of the abilities of the adjustable 3D GNM approach, the statistical potential and their combination to distinguish near native decoys from the false decoys. The status of the best near native structure for each decoys set is depicted as a vertical bar. The shorter the bar, the better the prediction.
